INTRODUCTION
OPERATION

Enmin’s range of Electromagnetic
Vibratory Feeders - or LD drives offers a unique handling method for
controlling the flow of bulk
materials. Product can be screened,
sized or accurately metered to
ensure a smooth, uniform, fully
variable flow.
The LD range offers light, medium
and heavy-duty vibratory feeders
capable of conveying a vast range
of different sized product.

EVF-LD

FOOD

METALS

Enmin Vibratory Feeders are used
extensively throughout the food industry,
especially within the confectionary
market.

Enmin vibratory equipment has been
successfully utilised to aid:

Examples of products utilising vibratory
feeders/screeners, either for processing
or packaging purposes include:
- Confectionary, snack foods, biscuits,
cereals, ingredients, dried fruits + nuts
and frozen goods
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- Metering/aligning parts onto belts
- Processing of galvanizing, washing
and sandblasting
- Heat treatment and the hardening of
product within manufacturing processes.

The drives are powered by
attracting magnetic forces. This
results in low maintenance, minimal
power consumption and ease-ofinstallation.
The positive drive of these units
provides stabilty, control and
excellent accuracy.

PLASTICS

INDUSTRIES

Virtually any industry that handles
dry bulk material, processed
products or parts can employ the use
of Vibratory Feeders.
Vibratory feeders maintain constant
flow into bucket elevators, belt
conveyors and multi head weigh
scales. Conveying-by-vibration
provides smooth product transfer
without product degradation. The
following are industries and
applications where vibratory
feeders are most commonly found.
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PHARMACEUTICAL
The quality construction of Enmin
vibratory products makes them
particularly well suited for:
- Tablet inspection, screening units, and
packaging feeders.

CHEMICAL

Regular applications within the plastics
industry include:
- Presenting product for secondary
operations
- Screening regrind
- Volumetric feeding
- Separation of parts

CERAMICS

Often applications exist within highly
corrosive environments.

Accurately metering additives into the
production of ceramic tiles can be easily
achieved with vibratory feeders.

Enmin's customised design process allows
for these requirements to be addressed,
enabling a viable solution to be found.

Glazing of tiles, salting and sanding are
also common applications. Vibratory
equipment comfortably handles harsh
environments and 24 hour operation.
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EVF-LD

DRIVE RANGE
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LD1

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTION A

OPTION B

POWER

240V/50Hz

110V/60Hz

0.25A

0.5A

SHIPPING WEIGHT

7kg

15lbs

CONTROLLER

R3FC

R3FC

INPUT CURRENT

70
250

The LD1 model is most commonly applied to trial units in
order to sample or prove a system on a small scale. They are
also often used in weighing or counting machines. Here the
LD1 is ideal as it can easily provide a dribble feed to gain
net weight, or offer an accurate count of components.

125

50

122

40

160

LD2

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTION A

OPTION B

POWER

240V/50Hz

110V/60Hz

INPUT CURRENT

0.5A

1A

SHIPPING WEIGHT

18kg

39lbs

CONTROLLER

R3FC

R3FC

320

164

162

Blending of materials or accurate batch-metering are ideal
applications for the LD2. This drive is generally applied to
packaging applications as a stand alone unit.
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EVF-LD

DRIVE RANGE
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LD3

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTION A

OPTION B

240V/50Hz

110V/60Hz

1A

2A

SHIPPING WEIGHT

31kg

68lbs

CONTROLLER

R3FC

R3FC

POWER
INPUT CURRENT

425

145

187

194

Like the LD2 the LD3 is ideal for the packaging industry to
meter or feed a variety of products including powders, plastic
and metal parts. This model has a small profile yet is capable
of effectively running a wide range of tray sizes.

90

215

130

LD4

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTION A

OPTION B

240V/50Hz

110V/60Hz

2A

4A

SHIPPING WEIGHT

60kg

132lbs

CONTROLLER

R3FC

R3FC

POWER
INPUT CURRENT

210

502

240

240
The LD4 is the largest and most versatile drive. This makes it
well suited to both packaging and production applications.
Multiple drives may be used side-by-side or inline to suit larger
configurations.
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CONTROLLER

RANGE
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R3FC

R3FSC

115V/230V 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: ON/OFF - 3000/6000
cycle output - slow/fast ramp Min/Max trimmer, remote switching
APPLICATIONS: Regulation of linear and
small circular vibrators up to 3.15A

115V/230V 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: ON/OFF - 3000/6000
cycle output - slow/fast ramp - Overload
- Min/Max trimmer, remote switching
APPLICATIONS: Regulation of linear and
small circular vibrators up to 4A

R5FC

R5FTS

115V/230V 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: ON/OFF - 3000/6000
cycle output - slow/fast ramp Overload - Min/Max trimmer, remote
switching
APPLICATIONS: Regulation of linear and
small/medium-size circular feeders up to
6.3A

115V/230V 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: ON/OFF - 3000/6000
cycle output - slow/fast ramp Overload - Min/Max trimmer, remote
switching
APPLICATIONS: Regulation of linear and
small/medium-size circular feeders up to
6.3A

CV6F

CV6FS

230V/400V - 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: 3000/6000 cycle output slow/fast ramp - Double automatic input
ON/OFF - Min/Max trimmer, 0-10V/020mA input
APPLICATIONS: For linear vibrators and
middle circular vibrators up to 6.3A

115V/230V 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: ON/OFF - 3000/6000
cycle output - slow/fast ramp Min/Max trimmer, 0-10V/0-20mA input,
Accelerometer feedback
APPLICATIONS: Regulation of linear and
small circular vibrators up to 6.3A

CV8F

CV8FS

230V/400V - 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: 3000/6000 cycle output slow/fast ramp - Double automatic input
ON/OFF - Min/Max trimmer, 0-10V/020mA input
APPLICATIONS: For linear vibrators and
middle circular vibrators up to 8A

115V/230V 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: ON/OFF - 3000/6000
cycle output - slow/fast ramp -Min/Max
trimmer, Accelerometer feedback, 010V/0-20mA input
APPLICATIONS: Regulation of linear and
small circular vibrators up to 8A

CV10F
230V/400V - 50/60Hz
FUNCTIONS: 3000/6000 cycle output slow/fast ramp - Triple automatic input
ON/OFF -Min/Max trimmer- 0-10V/020mA input, Relay alarm on vibrator
APPLICATIONS: For linear vibrators and
large circular vibrators up to 10A
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